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Front Endpaper

Lydenburg to
Pil Rest 39 miles
Krugerport 16 - ___
Domhoek 9 to P.R.
Pilgrims R to S  40 miles
Spitzkop to ___ 30
Total 72 miles

Hendrick 7 ___ pounds
10 pounds

Calvert  2    “___
19

Parade at Depot. 9.15 AM on Friday – Mtd  - with march past.  Parade in 
P.M. at three of all hands on foot.

S

Miss Lambert
____

Near Hamilton
Mays Office
6 Bureau 
Villerai Estate

Hope, Sumner(?) and Wicht(?)

Keys for trunks Becketts.
Boot ___
Gave orders 1st July to Green to pay Hendrick the Butcher
Baker and rent & Calvert

SB Steele

1st August
Sent bk bk to the bank.



£ s p
Twenty pounds pd
To Hicks & Sons 20 0 0

Skinner rent for Aug pd 26 0 0

Butcher a/c pd 3 18 3
(Williams) 3 15 0

Sent Calvert 2 0 0

Cook Draper 2 0 0

Hilliams fares Ry pd 7 10 0

Baker - ___  pd 6 13 0

Clark seeds 2 11 0
75 12 3
3 15 0
11 17 3

Sat up until 12.10

17th

Up at 7.30 breakfast breakfast(sic) at 8.30
Parade 10.00 __
Inspected the men on foot and had the manual exercise done at by 
Tweedy (SM) and a Sergt on ___ when the former gave the words better 
by the Sergts although Tweedy best and Carson(?)
___ ___ to handle the same men afterwards mounted  They rode fairly 
well but their hands were not correct  Gave orders on the subject.

Addressed the men with words of encouragement on parade then 
inspected the barrack rooms etc etc  The shoeing of the horses.  The 
shoeing book ___ The offices etc etc  No complaints.  Lunched at 1 P.M. 
and proceeded to the station and left for here – Humfrey and Swift saw 



us off.  Saw Lt George at Potgeiter.  Dist Surgeon died at Pietersburg 
today
The barracks the canteen stables offices were in good order the horses in 
good condition and shod up to date.  Humfrey stated that men ordered to 
come go in to the depot for course of drill etc etc did

Vilstrom(?)
Inspection
Did not care to go and did not give a reason for it.  I told him that any 
men who display such a spirit were useless and would not be promoted.

Pietersburg 17th

Arrived at 8.15 met at the station by the officer and Major 
Birdwood who is on his tour of inspection of the Zoutpans ___.  Dined 
at 8.30 and went to bed at 11.45
Windy and very dusty indeed.

Pietersburg 18th  up at 7.30 breakfast 8.30  Proceeded to the cantonments 
and with all of the officers inspected the buildings to be assigned to us 
and decided to suggest a change of them.  We then lunched and at 2.30 I 
inspected the men on foot parade.  They were put through  drill and 
addressed by me expressing pleasure for their improvement.
I then inspected the horses and shoeing.

The men were slightly better on parade dismounted than ___ but 
although the quarters stables and horses were in fair condition they were 
not nearly so well kept as the ___ ones.
After parade went with Birdwood and Jarvis called on Mrs Bolton and 
Mrs and the Misses Derwish(?) one of the young ladies Miss Derwish is 
Capt Davies fiancée.  After the call we went back to camp and had some 
more tea and smoke  Mr Little called on the mess.

[most of notebook blank]

Rear Endpaper

SB Steele
Col



Veracity

Lydenburg to P. Rest 39
L to K. Post 16
P.R. to Sa___ 15
Sa___ to Spitzkopjies 25
___spruit 32

[first page from back]

Memo.  17th June 03

Ordered and requisitioned today Carpenter M___ for three days longer 
to fix up at my quarters.  

Stewart (Major) arrived from his tour of Waterburg district which has 
been satisfactory

Find out the number of married N.C.O. and men in Btn at Pretoria and at 
outposts and the number getting married quarters in Pretoria.

No. of horses which have to be cast in the division.

Dist Cmdts to be warned to discourage matrimony amongst lieutenants 
and also tell them that there will be consideration shown to them as 
married men   They must do the same as single ones.
Lieutenants should have private means or their fiancée the same before 
getting married and if they do not see to this they will be transferred to 
other districts or divisions.

Shoeing to be taught.

Drill to be single rank cavalry.
Single rank cavalry drill.  
No. of men ____
No. not doing so.

Kaffirs so(?) many may be employed any place in district.



Must get full report at once as to whether we are making any arrests with 
natives and if report is true that the native consts do the police work.
If cattle disease is spreading.  If it is more virulent than formerly.

“Mars”(?)
Pistols of Chas Lancaster pistols & breeches.  Thick or not.

Pay
Money for October 1903

£ s d

Pay 108 6 8
Mess, ___ 1 12 3
Quarterly Bd 1 4 8
Messing 3 7 0
Final payment 102 2 9

Hendrick 4 0 0
Calvert 2 0 0
Bagnall 2 0 0
Williamson 8 11 6
For meat
Gerst___
Bread Bks
___ 1 0 0
Self Stamps 1 0 0

18 11 6


